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Jany 29, 1956
(3) Mary Jeffries, Mary Redden, and Sarah Redden. The above individuals for several years had been residing in this city, but recently indications threatened their safety-being fugitives and their whereabouts being known to their owners they were likely to be arrested- consequently they applied to the committee and found aid.
January 29th, 1856

Mary Jeffers, Mary Readin, and Sarah Readin. The above individuals for several years had been residing in this city, but so considerable times were added their safety, being fugitive and their wares into being known to their owners they were likely to be arrested. Consequently they applied to the Committee for aid.

January 30th, 1856

Four at noon at asylum: Henry Chambers, John Chambers, Samuel Hall & Jonathan Fisher all came from Md. Henry Chambers are Bros. 24 8 24 yrs of age, built Chestnut Color and quite healthy. Tolerable good eating.

They have been owned by Wm. Yeohold, farmer. Henry & John both grown. He could say nothing good of John. Aged to have a hard man. The writing